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BY MARY GOSTELOW

When sugar baron Pepe Fanjul is in London, he
always stays at Claridge’s (so much easier than
having his own place). Before he arrives, staff
consults photos to make sure his personal furniture is arranged, and his wardrobe—stored during his absence—is hanging just so. He returns,
in other words, to his own room, which takes the
word bespoke to another level.
Pepe Fanjul was one of the stars on the recent
CINEMA SUITE / 51
BUCKINGHAM GATE

three-part hit TV series on the BBC, Inside Clar-

idge’s. Other major roles were played by Noma
owner/chef René Redzepi, who is usually based

LIGHTS, CAMERA, LUXURIATE

at his number-one-in-the-world restaurant in

In time for Bollywood’s centennial in May, London’s 51 Buckingham Gate, Taj Suites & Resi-

Copenhagen, Denmark, and the hotel’s George

dences has unveiled a new bespoke suite influenced by international cinema. India’s adulated

Clooney-like general manager, Thomas Kochs.

couturier and costume designer Sabyasachi Mukherjee was cast as interior decorator, a role he

Pepe Fanjul can also star at his own hotel, the

played with aplomb, outfitting the 1,832-square-foot Cinema Suite in celluloid-inspired syba-

7,000-acre Casa de Campo, a Leading Hotel

ritic splendor. Mukherjee culled from an encyclopedic variety of cinematic genres, periods and

of the World resort in the Dominican Republic

references to create a setting alive with motion picture history. Think Merchant Ivory brooding

owned by Central Romana Corporation, a hold-

colonial romance in the living room—vintage mirrors, antique rugs, Chesterfield sofa and taxi-

ing company of Pepe Fanjul and his brothers.

dermic animals; two voluptuary bedrooms with sleek, stone-clad baths that evoke Hollywood’s

Talking acreage, “paradise on earth” is the

seductive midcentury heyday—one boudoir is painted bloodred as an ode to Marilyn Monroe’s

translation for the Zulu word shambala, the name

legendary lipstick; and an eight-person dining room and fully equipped kitchen worthy of the

of Douw Steyn’s 30,000-acre safari estate three

Stepford Wives. Besides the study lined with film tomes and rare Bollywood prints, cinephiles

hours’ drive north of Johannesburg. Steyn’s own

will love the Steinway Lyngdorf home theater sound system with an 85-inch 3D TV, one of the

home there, a two-floor Palladian beauty with

largest private screens in a London hotel. Choose from over 200 preloaded flicks curated by

seven thatched villas for guests, overlooks the

Mukherjee; your personal butler will provide the popcorn (from about $8,100 a night).

dam he built to form a 74-acre lake, where hip-

Contact: General Manager Prabhat Verma, 44-207-769-7766;

pos now live aplenty. Shambala’s luxury resort,

reservation@51-buckinghamgate.co.uk; www.51-buckinghamgate.com

Zulu Camp, is one of elite travel’s hidden secrets,
so far only discovered by Middle East royalty and
global celebrities who helicopter in direct.

PALM BEACH PIZZAZZ
With its enviable location just off Palm Beach’s main

LANAI SUITE / THE
BRAZILIAN COURT

At Shambala you stay in one of eight beehiveshaped villas right by a river. There are no rules,

shopping mecca of Worth Avenue, the lush Mediter-

no set times, eat what you want whenever, go to

ranean-style courtyards and richly appointed suites

the spa, go on yet another wildlife-filled safari

of The Brazilian Court Hotel & Beach Club have

(there are so many antelope, cheetah, giraffe,

served as South Florida’s discrete enclave for the rich

lion and zebra you cannot believe your luck).

and famous since the Jazz Age. This grande dame

Unlike most safari lodges, Shambala, you feel,

emerged from an extensive renovation in 2008 (led by

revolves around you; as Manager Conrad Meyer

owner and interior designer Leslie Schlesinger) and for today’s paparazzi-avoiders, a number of

says, every guest is treated like royalty.

cutting-edge amenities complement the hotel’s old-school gravitas. Book a little time at the in-

Douw Steyn, by the way, is way more success-

timate Frédéric Fekkai Salon & Spa to look your best before heading out to enjoy the American

ful than most of the world’s royals. A close friend

Riviera (a full Fekkai Night Out session, including blow-out, manicure and makeup, runs about

of Nelson Mandela, his many ventures include

$235). Café Boulud, the stunning on-property Daniel Boulud outpost beautifully managed by

insurance concessions in his native South Africa

Executive Chef Jim Leiken, features an intriguing four-part menu that lets diners blend tradi-

and the UK. In London, he recently paid $105.3

tional French cuisine, seasonal dishes, farm-to-table specialties and world menu items (entrees

million to buy the Belgrave Square home of the

from $30 to $50). Base your hush-hush holiday at the hotel’s opulent 1,800-square-foot, two-

late investment banker Bruce Wasserstein. Back

bedroom Lanai Suite overlooking the resort’s chic pool area (from $3,000 nightly).

in Johannesburg, Steyn also owns the ultra-

Contact: General Manager Leticia Bilotta, (561) 655-7740; info@braziliancourt.com;

discreet Saxon Boutique Hotel & Spa, and he is

www.thebraziliancourt.com

building Steyn City, near Pretoria.
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